Court of Magistrates (Malta)
As a Court of Criminal Judicature
Magistrate Dr. Doreen Clarke LL.D.
The Police
(Inspector Matthew Spagnol)
vs
Raj Rakesh Singh
Harvir Singh Kalsi
Gurpal Singh Virdi
Today the 5th of May, 2018
The Court,
Having seen the charges brought against:
Raj Rakesh Singh, and holder of English Passport number 516106815;
Harvir Singh Kalsi, and holder of English Passport number 519865748;
Gurpal Singh Virdi, and holder of English passport number 464588154;
Charged with having on the 4th of May, 2018 at around 03:30hrs in St
Julian’s disobeyed the lawful orders of any authority or of any person
entrusted with a public service or hindered or obstructed such person in the
exercise of his duties or otherwise unduly interfered with the exercise of
such duties, either by preventing other persons from doing what they are
lawfully enjoined or allowed to do, or frustrating or undoing what has been
lawfully done by other persons;
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Also charged with having on the same date, time, place and circumstances
driven motor vehicle of make Kymco with registration numbers OQZ 716,
OQZ 719 and OQZ 731 in a reckless, negligent and dangerous manner;
Also charged with having on the same date, time, place and circumstances
driven motor vehicle of make Kymco with registration numbers OQZ 716,
OQZ 719 and OQZ 731 against the flow of traffic.
Having seen that each of the defendants admitted the charges brought
against them.
Having seen the acts of the proceedings.
Having considered
That defendants admitted the charges brought against them; these are
consequently sufficiently proven.
With regards the penalty to be meted out, the he Court considered the
nature of the offences of which defendants are being found guilty, their
eventual co-operation with the police, their admission at the initial stages
of these proceedings, as well as their clean criminal record.
Wherefore, the Court, after having seen section 338(ee) of Chapter 9 of the
Laws of Malta, section 15(1) of Chapter 65 of the Laws of Malta and
section IIIA of Legal Notice 94 of the year 1969, on their admission finds
defendants guilty of the charges brought against them and condemns each
of them to a fine of five hundred Euros (€500) and is disqualifying them
from holding or obtaining a driving license for a period of three months.

DR DOREEN CLARKE
MAGISTRATE
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